The fitness and evolution of both prokaryotes and eukaryotes are affected 24 by the organization of their genomes. In particular, the physical clustering of 25 functionally related genes can facilitate coordinated gene expression and can 26 prevent the breakup of co-adapted alleles in recombining populations. While 27 clustering may thus result from selection for phenotype optimization and 28 persistence, the extent to which eukaryotic gene organization in particular is 29 driven by specific environmental selection pressures has rarely been 30 systematically explored. Here, we investigated the genetic architecture of fungal 31 genes involved in the degradation of phenylpropanoids, a class of plant-produced 32 secondary metabolites that mediate many ecological interactions between plants 33 and fungi. Using a novel gene cluster detection method, we identified over one 34 thousand gene clusters, as well as many conserved combinations of clusters, in 35 a phylogenetically and ecologically diverse set of fungal genomes. We 36 demonstrate that congruence in gene organization over small spatial scales in 37 fungal genomes is often associated with similarities in ecological lifestyle. 38
Genome organization is intimately linked to the trajectory of organismal 48 evolution. The impacts of genome organization on prokaryotic evolution in 49 particular have been extensively studied (Baquero 2004) , and increasingly, the 50 organization of genes in eukaryotic genomes is also recognized to affect 51 organismal fitness and evolution. For example, the spatial clustering of Table 6 ). Additionally, clusters typically contained very few intervening genes 136 ( Supplementary Figure 3) . Clusters are disproportionately distributed across 137 fungal lineages: for example, Pezizomycotina comprises 50.3% of the species in 138
the analysis yet contains 89.4% of all clusters, while Agaricomycetes represent 139 22.9% of species, but have only 4.7% of clusters ( Supplementary Table 7 ). 140
However, homologous clusters assigned to the same model are typically found 141 distributed across different taxonomic classes ( Supplementary Table 7 ). 142
In order to benchmark our approach, we searched for previously 143 remaining 1128 clusters identified in this analysis are described here for the first 150 time. We expect some false negative error in our detection but not significant 151 false positive to arise due to variation in the quality of genome assemblies and 152 annotations. Some false positive error in our detection may, however, arise from 153 the fact that beyond the function of the anchor gene, we did not require any 154 genes to be demonstrably involved in phenylpropanoid degradation because the 155 loci involved in such pathways are for the most part unknown (Mäkelä et al. 156 2015) . Although we removed clusters with genes known to exclusively participate 9 and transcription-related domains, cytochrome P450 domains, and domains 176 related to functional group modification (e.g., dehydrogenase, transferase, 177 amidase and decarboxylase; Supplementary Table 10) . anchor genes are typically associated with diverse lifestyles, in part because any 199
given fungal species can be associated with multiple ecological lifestyles. 200
We observed that 207 fungal species possessed more than one cluster 201 model. These fungi were assigned to multi cluster model profiles (MCMPs) based 202 on the combinations of cluster models found in their genomes (Methods). 139 203 fungal species were distributed across 16 distinct MCMPs with 5 or more species 204 ( Figure 2 ). Fungi from the same MCMP tend to be closely related; however, 13 205
MCMPs contain fungi from different taxonomic orders, and 6 of these contain 206 fungi from different taxonomic classes. We also limited this exploratory 207 enrichment analysis to Pezizomycotina species and found that 4 multi-cluster 208 profiles are enriched in species with plant-associated lifestyles, 1 is enriched in 209 animal pathotrophs and endophytes, and 1 is enriched in soil saprotrophs ( Figure  210 classes. Shared homolog groups are typically among the most highly connected 220 nodes in this network (i.e., they co-occur frequently with a diverse set of homolog 221 groups; Supplementary Table 10 ). The modularity of the network is significantly 222 greater than that observed in networks of similar size with randomly distributed 223 edges ( Supplementary Table 11 ). This high degree of modularity reflects a large 224 number of homolog groups that are unique to each cluster class (238 in total). 225
Some homolog groups, while not shared across cluster class, are highly 226 connected because they are present in different cluster models (e.g., see 227 homolog group 1001 in Figure 4 ). . We also found that individual cluster models are 366 enriched in plant-associated lifestyles, giving insight into the specific patterns of 367 gene organization favoured by natural selection (Supplementary Figure 4) . 368
Clusters from different models were rarely enriched in more than one ecological 369 lifestyle, possibly reflecting differential selection pressures imposed by 370 phenylpropanoids encountered in different ecological contexts. 371
Cluster model co-occurrences may reflect simultaneous selection by multiple 373 plant metabolites 374 375
The modularity of the structural network of clustered homolog groups suggests 376 that different cluster classes carry out semi-independent functions (Wagner 377 1996), and may reflect differences in phytochemicals processed by each cluster 378 class ( Figure 3) . Minimally, the structuring of clusters as independent modules 379 with little overlap in content indicates that cluster classes have largely evolved 380 independently of one another, and that selection for gene organization is likely to 381 have occurred multiple times. 382
We sorted different fungal species into multi-cluster model profiles 383 In order to infer which clustered homolog groups may play outsized roles in 404 fungal strategies for phenylpropanoid degradation, we ranked each group by the 405 number of non-redundant co-occurrences they have with other clustered homolog 406 groups, and identified homolog groups present in different cluster classes ( Figure  407 3; Supplementary Table 10 ). We predict that the homolog groups with the 408 greatest number of co-occurrences (i.e., the most highly connected, Figure 3 ), as 409 well as those found associated with the greatest number of cluster classes, have 410 been repeatedly recruited to diverse catabolic processes and may encode key 411 strategies for phenylpropanoid degradation in fungi. Notably, some of the shared 412 homolog groups, like those with members encoding cytochrome P450 enzymes 413 (see groups ALL1024, ALL1032, ALL1115 in Supplementary Table 10) would otherwise be challenging conditions. 437
The prevalence of putative phenylpropanoid-degrading MGCs in plant-438 associated fungi suggests that specialized plant metabolism is a strong source of 439 selection on fungal gene organization. Based on their distribution, we 440 hypothesize that the MGCs detected here encode selectable phenotypes that 441 promote the colonization of plant substrates by fungi. Further functional 442 characterization of these loci will serve to accelerate discovery of metabolic 443 processes that are of great interest not only for lignocellulosic biofuel production, 444 but also for our understanding of the evolutionary dynamics between gene 445 organization and ecological adaptation. Publically available data from 556 assembled fungal genomes and predicted 452 proteomes were downloaded from various sources ( Supplementary Table 2 ). 453
While data from all genomes was used to generate the presented results, specific 454 results from the 209 unpublished genomes have been redacted, and assigned 455 generic names based on taxonomic class. For each gene with alternative 456 transcripts in the set of genomes, the predicted amino acid sequence associated 457 with the longest of such transcripts was used for cluster detection, and the rest 458 were discarded. Ecological metadata of all 556 genomes were compiled from 459 various sources (Supplementary Table 2 To construct the microsynteny tree, up to 10 genes upstream and 498 downstream of all homologs from a randomly selected gene family were retrieved 499 (designated "gene neighborhood"), then had their amino acid sequences 500 compared against one another using UBLAST, and subsequently were sorted 501 into homolog groups using OrthoMCL. For each pairwise neighborhood 502 comparison, the total number of shared orthologs was divided by the size of the 503 smallest neighborhood, subtracted from 1, and designated as pairwise syntenic 504 distance. Pairwise syntenic distances thus range from 0 (all homolog groups are 505 shared within a neighborhood) to ~0.95 (only one gene, the randomly selected 506 query, is shared). 1000 neighborhoods were randomly sampled in this way. A 507 neighbor-joining tree was constructed from the distance matrix of the median 508 pairwise syntenic distance for each pairwise genome comparison using the ape Empirically derived null models describing the background levels of "gene 520 cluster" distributions were developed for each of the 12 largest taxonomic classes 521 and each cluster size ranging from 4-24 genes (252 distributions in total). Briefly, 522 for a given null distribution, a group of neighboring genes (i.e., query cluster) of 523 size X was chosen at random from a randomly selected genome from taxonomic 524 class Y. Hits to each gene in the query cluster were recovered from the proteome 525 database using BLASTp. Genomes containing homologous clusters (i.e., 526 containing hits to all genes in the query cluster, where no more than 6 intervening 527 genes separated any hit from another) were then retrieved. To determine the 528 phylogenetic distance associated with the query cluster distribution, the total 529 branch length distance on the microsynteny tree connecting all genomes with 530 homologous clusters was calculated and stored. The above sampling process 531 was repeated 500 times for each null distribution. interest were assigned to homolog groups. Clusters were then detected by 545 comparing the phylogenetic distributions of homolog group combinations within 546 these regions to distributions expected under null models of microsynteny 547 evolution. More detailed steps are described below and in Supplementary Figure  548 1. 549
All homologs of an anchor gene query sequence of interest were retrieved 550 using BLASTp. Twenty genes upstream and downstream of all anchor gene 551 homologs (designated "anchor gene neighborhood") were retrieved, compared 552 against one another using UBLAST and sorted into homolog groups using 553
OrthoMCL. Individual homolog groups whose distribution on the microsynteny 554 species tree had a maximum pairwise distance below 0.95 were discarded. 555
Within the set of all anchor gene neighborhoods, the set of unique combinations 556 of 4 or more homolog groups that included the anchor gene ("cluster motifs") was 557 determined. The genomes in which each motif occurred were identified, with the 558 condition that genes belonging to homolog groups in the motif never be 559 separated by more than 6 intervening genes. For each genome in which a given 560 motif occurred, the probability of observing the motif in that genome, given the 561 size of the motif and the taxonomic class of the genome, was empirically 562 estimated by determining the proportion of samples in the appropriate null 563 distribution that cover a total distance on the microsynteny tree greater than or 564 equal to the distance associated with the given motif, divided by the total number 565 of samples in the null distribution. For example, to estimate the probability of 566 observing a motif with 8 homolog groups in a Dothideomycete genome, we would 567 compare the total distance associated with the observed motif to the null 568 distribution of distances associated with size 8 clusters sampled from 569 Dothideomycetes. For all such test, the test statistic is distance on the 570 microsynteny tree, and the null hypothesis is that the phylogenetic distribution of 571 a given cluster motif containing an anchor gene is consistent with background 572 rates of microsynteny evolution. The null hypothesis is rejected for motifs with an 573 estimated probability below the significance threshold of 0.05 in at least one 574 genome, and all genes assigned to such motifs are designated clusters. Clusters 575 with proteins that had fuNOG annotations or PFAM domains or GO term 576 annotations associated with proteins known to exclusively participate in fungal 577 secondary metabolite biosynthesis were excluded from further analysis 578
( Supplementary Table 4 ). All annotations of clustered proteins were also 579 manually inspected for evidence of exclusive participation in biosynthetic 580 metabolism, and excluded if necessary. 581
582
Cluster models and multi cluster model profiles (MCMPs) 583 584 Homology among clusters from the same cluster class (i.e., containing the same 585 anchor gene) was determined by assessing similarities in homolog group 586 content. Briefly, a matrix detailing the presence or absence of homolog groups in 587 each cluster was used to calculate Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices for all pairwise 588 comparisons of clusters. Pairwise comparisons were then grouped using 589 complete linkage clustering, and any clusters separated by under 0.6 distance 590 units were assigned to the same cluster model. This cutoff was empirically 591 determined after manual examination of the content of clusters assigned to the 592 same model under various distance cutoffs. Homolog groups present in ≥75% of 593 clusters assigned to a given model were then used to summarize that model. The 594 above approach was also used to group fungal species with similar combinations 595 of clusters into MCMPs by using a matrix detailing the presence or absence of 596 homologous clusters (as determined by cluster model) among all species with 597 two or more clusters. MCMPs observed in more than 5 species were used for 598 enrichment analyses. All above analyses were performed using the vegan 
